
CIS 22A                LAB 7 

City Census – Southern California 

(Absolutely no two-dimensional arrays may be used) 

 

 

Purpose: 

Analyze and summarize the data collected Southern California Cities. 

 

In this program you will write a C++ program to analyze a small subset of the data that has been collected. See file cityCensus.txt .  

 

Use precisely five parallel arrays: one for name of city, one for total population, one for average age of residents, one for number of 

households, and one for the average number of people per household. Note that the average number of people per household is not 

read in but it is calculated by dividing the total population by the number of households. Assume a maximum of 100 cities. An output 

file is opened in main() and remains open until the end of the execution. 

 

Input: 

Write a function to input the name of each city, the total population, the average age of residents, and the number of households.  

 

Repeat until end of file. Use getline(file, string name) to input text with spaces. You will find a very mischievous ‘\n’ character to deal 

with both after the name of the city and at the end of the five numerical values. You will enjoy knowing about file.ignore().  

 

You may do the calculation of the average number of people per household as you are reading the input and store this value in the fifth 

array. 

 

Output: Write a separate function to output to the file all city census information with name of city, total population, average age, and 

average number of people per household. NOTE THAT THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IS NOT BEING OUTPUT. 

Processing:  

• Call the output function to output to a file all data in the original order. 

 

• Write a separate function to compute and return the average population for all cities. Do not output from this function but 

return the value and print it out to the screen from main(). 

 

• Write one and only one function to return the subscript of the city with the highest average age. There is no output in this 

function. Do not assume a sorted array. In main(), the name(s) of the cities with the highest average age is to be output to the 

screen. Extra credit will be given for covering the possibility of multiple cities with same highest age. 



 

• Use a selection sort to sort cities by population in descending order. This is written as a separate function with no output. 

 

• Write the sorted array to the file. 

 

• Write a function to prompt the user for the name of a city. Output to the file from this function the population, average age, 

and average number of people per household or output message “No such cityin the list”. 

•  

 

THEME ISSUES: one-dimensional arrays, if statements, file input, file output, searching, sorting 

 

Absolutely no two-dimensional arrays, no structures and no menu function. 

 

Sample output before sorting: 
City                       Population     Average Age     Average number 

                                                         People/household 

ACTON                        7993              45.2             2.9 

AERIAL ACRES                 3074              27.0             2.9 

BREA                         3613              38.6             3.1 

CITY RANCH                  50798              37.0             3.2 

COMMERCE                    45903              28.4             4.3 

CRYSTALAIRE                  1259              52.4             2.2 

DEL SUR                     70918              34.4             3.4 

. . .  



How should you do this? Follow these steps carefully!!!!!!! 

STEP 1 Write main() and call getData() function which only opens file. Debug. 

STEP 2 Complete getdata(). Debug. 

STEP 3 Write output function. Output is directed to the output file and NOT the screen. Debug. This function 

is called after main() and it will be called again after the sort by population. 

STEP 4 Write the function to compute the average population of all cities. Output this value to the screen 

from main(). Debug. 

STEP 5 Write one and only one function to return the subscript of the city with the highest average age. Debug 

by output of the name of city from main(). 

STEP 6 Write a separate function using the selection sort to sort cities by population in descending order. 

Debug by calling output function again from main(). 

STEP 7 Write one and only one function to search for a given city outputting the info for the city from the 

function directly to the output file. Debug. This can be tricky and you will find the following statement 

helpful: 

cout <<"**" <<targetCity << "**" << city[i] << "**" << endl; 

This statement will demonstrate why your code is not finding a perfect match. 

 

 

Checkpoints Possible 

Documentation throughout to explain general outline of program. 

Minimum of three (3) comments in each function 

     (Purpose: Pre: Post:) 

Include name, e-mail, and lab# as comment and printed to output 

5 

Function main() which implements each step outlined in the processing section of the lab write-up. 5 

Input function fills array for city names plus four numerical arrays. It should return the number of cities. 5 

Output function 5 

Function to compute the average population of all cities. 5 

Function to return the subscript of the city with the highest average age. 5 

Function using the selection sort to sort cities by population in descending order.. 5 

Function to input name of city and search for it. 5 

Totals 40 

 


